President Donald Trump’s unprecedented first year in office has seen White House turnover, vitriolic “tweetstorms,” high-stakes investigations and a widespread “resistance” movement take shape. It has also brought a string of Trump executive orders and the failure to upend “Obamacare,” followed by Trump’s biggest legislative victory — tax reform.

As Trump prepares to give his State of the Union address Tuesday, here is a look at how his executive orders, priorities and turnover, vitriolic “tweetstorms,” high-stakes investigations and a widespread “resistance” movement have reverberated in Arizona.
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The crowd was smaller than she expected. But there was still nowhere to sit, so Paige Spiranac leaned on a low table and waited for the noise to fall.
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Editor’s note: More Americans die each year now from drug overdoses than from car crashes, gun homicides and AIDS-related deaths combined. Most of the overdose come from opioids, which once-mainstream drugs have become a silent, pervasive plague, poisoning pleasure and killing people.
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